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Wera wishes you „Happy After-Work Hours“!

I’ll have a round of screwdrivers please!
Create a bridge between the working day and after-work hours / 11 screwdrivers of the Kraftform Plus series / The most important profiles / 2 screw
chisels for easy chiselling / Plus serving tray, bottle opener and 4 coasters
in the Wera Tool Rebel design /
Wuppertal. For real Tool Rebels, who not only want to enjoy screwdriving
but also life, the Wuppertal screwdriving tool manufacturer Wera has now
put together a set as a limited promotional offer that bridges the gap between
the working day and after-work hours.
Business before…
The tool set with the sonorous name "A round of screwdrivers" consists of a
total of eleven screwdrivers from the Kraftform Plus series with the most important profiles included.
These include Slotted, TORX® and Phillips screwdrivers with PH and PZ
profiles in the workshop version. It also includes two insulated slotted screwdrivers in the VDE version, each tested to 1,000 volts. The workshop and
VDE screwdrivers have the tool handle Wera is famous for: Take it easy,
which allows you to quickly find the right size and the right profile.
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The set is completed by two screw chisels with different sized slit profiles,
which can be used not only for screwdriving but also for chiselling. They have
a striking cap on the handle head and a continuous hexagonal blade, so the
risk of splintering when chiselling is significantly reduced.
… pleasure!
But that's not all: In order for the fun not to be neglected during breaks, in
free time or on Father's Day, Wera goes a step further: After work there is
(almost) nothing better than refreshing drinks. Therefore, the set also includes a serving tray, a bottle opener and four coasters, all of course in the
Tool Rebel design.
So: "A round of screwdrivers please - a nice end to the working day!"
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Captions:
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The new iconic tool set "A round of screwdrivers" by Wera: consists of eleven
screwdrivers with different profiles, bottle opener, serving tray and four
coasters.
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Business before pleasure: With the serving tray in the Tool Rebel Design
tool, not only screwdrivers but also refreshing drinks can be served - and not
just on Father's Day.
Images: Wera Werkzeuge GmbH
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